— the best in OSP history
A new dimension in operability and productivity
Dramatically greater multitasking and 5-axis machining efficiency

The Next-Generation Intelligent CNC

The Next-Generation Intelligent CNC

This interface dramatically changes
CNCs and monozukuri*.
It brings intelligence, visualization and speed to multitasking
and 5-axis machining with operations on a new dimension
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Running / limits, etc.

[Shortcut to suite apps]

[Shortcut to suite apps]

[Operating mode]

[Manuals]

Manual / Auto / MDI
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[Settings]
Screen customization

[Operator change]
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How the
will change
the way operators spend their days

More than 30 different suite apps are ready for use with
immediate access to necessary information and data
“suite operation” for highly reliable touch
panels suited to shop floors

Operators involved in the machining of complex parts are surrounded by checklists, work orders,
process sheets, user’s manuals, and more. They often need to go to offices or design rooms for
clarifications or to get more documents.
An environment that would allow operators to easily access required data or information on the
CNC screeen and let them use the tools they prefer without stress would greatly increase
efficiency in sophisticated multitasking or 5-axis machining operations.
The OSP suite next-generation CNC is the closest yet to that ideal; closer to a machine shop so

Raises overall manufacturing productivity

you can manipulate as you like with “suite apps” to support innovative manufacturing and “suite
operation” for stress-free use of Okuma Intelligent Technology.

* Monozukuri (manufacturing)—the art of “making things” better than ever

Note: The OSP display screens in the catalog are for 19-inch panel specifications.
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The
reduces all
kinds of waste, shortening lead times.

The
brings a
new dimension to operations

Evolutionizing CNC from a machine controller to a “monozukuri controller”

The OSP suite is built around a core of Okuma Intelligent Technology, suite apps, and
suite operation, a next-generation intelligent CNC that provides premium Okuma solutions
and monozukuri service.

Production instructions, work orders,
management and visual graphics of
machine status data

Monozukuri controller
Shorter cycle times
Improved utilization
Shorter lead times

Machine controller
Shorter cycle times

Direct Machining

+

◆ Programming

Suite: Intelligent Technology
• Continuing evolution of Okuma’s Intelligent Technology.
• The OSP suite helps you to resolve shop floor problems, maximize productivity, and visualize operations—all centered around the
Thermo-Friendly Concept, Collision Avoidance System, Machining Navi, and 5-Axis Auto Tuning System.

◆ Commercial CAD/CAM

Suite: Digital Manufacturing
ADMAC-Parts

◆ User information
management
◆ Simulation

User
know-how
database

Okuma’s
Intelligent Technology
that draws out full
machining capacity

• It is a suite of premium applications to increase the efficiency of each manufacturing process by increasing status visibility and
digitizing shop floor production instructions, setup information, machining and utilization, machine maintenance information
and more.

◆ MacMan

3D Virtual Monitor

◆ Maintenance service

suite operation
(Machining Management)

Parts book

The
combines Okuma Intelligent
Technology and energy-saving techniques to stop
machine tool idling.

A highly reliable touch panel perfect
for shop floors*.
The operation panel layout can be
changed to suit operator preferences and customized to meet the
needs of everyone, from novice to
veteran machinists.
One-touch access to suite apps that
correspond to what you want to
use.
* Okuma has used touch panels since
OSP-P200 (2004).

[Selection screen]

suite apps
Spindle cooling status monitored

■ ECO Idling Stop
• Using Thermo-Friendly Concept technology, the
machine determines whether or not cooling is needed.
The cooling unit automatically stops while accuracy
remains stable (patent pending).

Not only Okuma’s Intelligent
Technology, but a wide array of
applications for visualization and
digitization of information needed
on the shop floor.
Cooler

• On/Off cooling for milling or turning spindles
controlled separately.
Support in calculating cutting conditions
that require special know-how
Turning spindle cooling status monitored
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Confirm shapes with 3D images
from machining instructions
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The following pages introduce typical
applications aligned with processes

▲

• Idling time can be freely set for each idling stop unit
in order, starting with unnecessary units right after the
completion of machining.

The
gives a sudden boost to
the efficiency of monozukuri machining processes
apps will change the way operators spend their days
Start

Maintenance apps
Inspection location and timing
targets for daily and periodic
inspections are shown in lists and
diagrams. Diligent maintenance
inspection reduces machine down
losses.

Part programming

Calculations and information for
cutting conditions that require
special know-how are displayed
on-screen for quick task completion.

Shorter lead times

Machine controller
Shorter cycle times

Direct Machining

Shorter cycle times

+

3D Virtual Monitor*

Machining preparation
Set-up Info

Okuma’s
Intelligent Technology
that draws out full
machining capacity

Machining instructions are
digitized. Shapes can be
confirmed with 3D images of the
part drawing to be machined for
smooth set-up operations.

Machining

Simple access to a 3D virtual
monitor that is operated from an
office computer. Machining can be
confirmed with a 3D image before
the start of the job.
* Okuma machine tool simulation software

Machining Navi

Machining Navi
OFF

Machining Navi
ON

Machined part inspection

Easy startup of Machining Navi with
a short-cut key. The best cutting
conditions to draw out maximum
machine and tool capacity are easily
searched.

Gauging apps
Premium applications jointly
developed with tool, gauge,
and system manufacturers.

Finish
Send to next operator

Hand-written messenger
Characters input by handwriting
on the touch panel are displayed
and sent to night shift workers.
A messenger that uses a keyboard
input system is also available.
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3D-CAM
OSP post
3D Virtual Monitor

Monozukuri Calc

Monozukuri controller

Improved utilization

3D
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Office PC

Pioneering spirit
The

was born of 116 years of Okuma history and
OSP evolution over more than 50 years.
It is a next-generation intelligent CNC without rival.
Moving from machine controller to “monozukuri” controller,
Okuma continues to lead the way.

CNC

(soft-wired)

Birth of
“electronic
control”

Merger of
“machine and control”
CNC (microprocessor)

NC (hard-wired)
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“machine”
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Merger of
“machine, control
& information”
“Information” CNC

1898
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2004
From machine controller to “monozukuri” controller

The Next-Generation Intelligent CNC

Merger of “machine, control,
Information & Knowledge”
“Knowledge-creating” CNC

2014
OSP-P300

2012

This product is subject to the
Japanese government Foreign
Exchange and Foreign Trade
Control Act with regard to security
controlled items; whereby Okuma
Corporation should be notified
prior to its shipment to another
country.
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